
Our client Alan Butts was released from 

prison on December 8th after a Franklin 

County, Ohio Judge awarded him a new trial 

and granted bond.

This followed a 6-day hearing in front of 

Judge Jeffery Brown who heard Alan's 

motion for a new trial in May, 2022. 

Alan was originally convicted in 2003 of the 

death of his girlfriend's two-year-old son. It 

was said the child was a victim of "shaken 

baby syndrome", leading to Alan's 

conviction. The child was suffering from an 

illness and did not experience abuse. Alan 

spent 19 years in prison before his release.
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Alan with one of his family and one of his attorneys right 

after being released. 
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Amicus Briefs
In September 2022 we covered the 

case of Areli Escobar, who was 

convicted in the 2009 murder of 

Bianca Maldonado. Areli Escobar 

was convicted of aggravated sexual 

assault and capital murder in 2011 

and sentenced to death. A Texas 

court recommended a new trial for 

Escobar after information was found 

that prosecutors presented incorrect 

DNA evidence. 

In January 2022, the Texas Court of 

Criminal Appeals (TCCA) rejected 

that recommendation. CIFS then 

participated in an amicus brief to the 

Supreme Court of the United States 

for writ of certiorari. In January 

2023, the SCOTUS granted the writ 

of certiorari, vacating the judgement 

of the TCCA. This sends the case 

back to the TCCA for a second look. 

Cases like Alan's are something we see 

all too often. People spend decades

behind bars for crimes that were actually 

illnesses or accidents. We are working 

everyday to stop these wrongful 

convictions before they happen, while 

helping to reverse these convictions that 

have already happened. 

We will continue to be a part of his team 

as his case unfolds. 

Areli Escobar, photo by Jay Janner 

Jessica Logan- In November, 2022,

ProPublica covered the investigative

story of Jessica Logan, a woman

from Illinois convicted of killing her

1-year-old son based on 911-call

analysis to detect deception. These

deception detection techniques were

based on Officer Tracey Harpster's

courses claiming to teach police

officers cues to detect deception

during 911-calls (Harpster, 2009).

Research on the topic though refutes

these claims, and show cues used

such as emotional displays, urgency

of pleas, and providing extraneous

information do not predict veracity

as Harpster's courses claim they do

(e.g., Markey et al., 2022; Miller et al.,

2020; O'Donnell, 2022). 

At the time of ProPublica's article, 

Logan and her appellate attorney, Gil 

Lenz were awaiting a decision from the 

Supreme Court of Illinois determining 

if they would take her case after her 

first appeals were denied. In January, 

2022 the Supreme Court of Illinois 

released the decision to hear Logan's 

case. Now Lenz will prepare to argue 

her innocence. 
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This month, we released our first-ever 

animated educational video. For this project, we 

focused on bite mark matching, arguably  the 

most discredited forensic science discipline. 

The recent NIST report on the unreliability of 

bite mark matching was just one of the most 

recent developments that allowed us to take a 

strong stand on this issue.  It's wonderful to see 

the ways that science, the law, public policy, 

and communications can work together to get 

critical information out in front of legal and 

scientific professionals, as well as the general 

public and potential jurors. 

On February 21st we released our 

first animated video. This video was  

made by San Fransisco State 

University student, creator, and 

animator, Justine Kanzler, voiced by 

our advisory board member, Joyce 

White Vance, and with help from 

our governing board member Ahmad 

Askar. This video covers the junk 

science of bitemark comparison 

evidence. The goal of this video is to 

educate the public and potential 

jurors on the issues surrounding 

bitemark evidence and why it should 

not be used in court. This junk 

science has led to 31 wrongful 

convictions that we know of; 

CIFS Bitemark Video many more people are likely innocent 

and imprisoned based on bitemark 

evidence, waiting for a chance to tell 

their story. If you too would like to 

educate people about the faulty forensic 

science of bitemark evidence, use the 

link below to share the video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch? 

v=HrkYf3nlEn4

We hope that this and other educational 

materials are helpful to all those who are 

fighting for justice and fairness. We are looking 

forward to  continuing with projects like this 

animated video that can bring our messages to 

a wide audience. 

In our work, we face many challenges, so it 

feels excellent to be able to celebrate wins! 

I hope that you will watch, like and share this 

work so that it can reach as many people as 

possible. As always, thank you all for your 

support of CIFS and of criminal legal reform. 
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